Tinder Newsroom

Introducing Picks – Now on Tinder
UPDATE: Top Picks is available to all members worldwide on iOS and Android devices.

Swipe on featured profiles of the day - picked just for you.
We know there’s plenty of fish in the sea, but let’s be honest, you want to zero in on the ones that suit your taste and are most interesting to you. Picks is the newest addition to
the Tinder Gold experience, designed to highlight your most swipe-worthy potential matches and what makes them stand out — all in a fresh new format. After all, sometimes
there just aren’t enough hours in the day to stay on top of your swiping game. We’ll show you your Picks on a daily basis — and believe us, we know how to pick ‘em.
See who’s cool for you.

1. Tap the diamond at the top of your Discovery screen to check out your Picks.
2. Upgrade to Tinder Gold if you want to tap into any of your Picks’ profiles, swipe on them, or send them a Super Like — but don’t delay — after 24 hours, your Picks
screen will refresh with a whole new set of profiles.
3. Want more Picks? We thought of that too, you can purchase more anytime once you’re a Tinder Gold member.
4. And remember, you can use your Passport feature to see your Picks from around the world.
See why they shine.

She’s a doctor. He’s a creative. You asked for the highlights, so we’re showing you what makes your Picks swipe-worthy at a glance. That’s right — if you have your heart set
on an adventurer (and all others need not apply) you can skim, swipe and match without wasting a moment.
Versions of Picks are currently being tested on iOS in the UK, Germany, Brazil, France, Canada, Turkey, Mexico, Sweden, Russia and the Netherlands.
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